A Talk by Photographer Mr. Kurbanjan Samat

I Am From Xinjiang

Time: September 21 (Monday) 12:00-1:30 pm
Location: CSCC Conference Room, Fisher-Bennett 345

*Talk will be delivered in Chinese with slides in English.

All are welcome. Lunch provided.
RSVP at: http://tinyurl.com/iamfromxinjiang

Mr. Kurbanjan Samat is a Uyghur photographer born in Hotan, Xinjiang, China. He is a cameraman for CCTV-9 documentary projects and an independent photographer and curator. His famous works include the Traditional Teahouse on the Silk Road, Wealth Dream of Jade Diggers, Ramadan of Good, A Glance at the Kashgar Market, and the Old Man’s Mulberry Paper. In 2014, Kurbanjan launched a new photography project - I am from Xinjiang. With his lens, he recorded the stories of over 100 ordinary Xinjiang people who live and work in mainland China with different ages, ethnicities and career paths, showing how contemporary Xinjiang people strive to realize their dreams.
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